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We give sufficient conditions for self-orthogonality with 
respect to symplectic, Euclidean and Hermitian inner products 
of a wide family of quasi-cyclic codes of index two. We provide 
lower bounds for the symplectic weight and the minimum 
distance of the involved codes. Supported in the previous 
results, we show algebraic constructions of good quantum 
codes and determine their parameters.
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Introduction

Attention to quantum information processing, especially quantum computing, is 
rapidly growing, as several companies seem to be building quantum computers with 
many qubits [6]. One of the important theoretical techniques to realize quantum compu-
tation is the quantum error correction, which protects quantum memory and quantum 
computational process from noise.

Quantum error correction was proposed by Shor [22]. Its connection to classical error 
correction was mainly described in [5,3,4,10,24]. Afterwards that connection was general-
ized to the non-binary case (see [20,2,1]). Since then, the use of classical (error-correcting) 
codes has become one of standard methods for constructing quantum codes, see [15] for 
a survey.

Quasi-cyclic codes (QC codes) are a generalization of classical cyclic codes. It is well-
known that there are asymptotically good codes attaining the Gilbert–Varshamov bound 
among QC codes [14,19], so it is natural to use QC codes to construct good quantum 
codes. Hagiwara et al. [12,13] studied constructions of quantum codes by QC LDPC 
codes. They focused on long codes and probabilistic constructions.

In this paper, we consider a wide class of QC codes of index 2 (see Subsections 1.2
and 1.3) and give sufficient conditions for their self-orthogonality with respect to sym-
plectic, Euclidean and Hermitian inner products. Sections 2, 3 and 4 are devoted to 
the symplectic, Euclidean and Hermitian cases, respectively. In addition, we get lower 
bounds for the symplectic weight and the minimum distance of the involved codes. As 
a consequence, we provide an algebraic construction of short stabilizer quantum codes 
coming from the previously introduced QC codes (see Theorems 5, 13 and 16). To tes-
tify the interest of our construction, we complete this paper by showing several examples 
of quantum codes with good parameters. Indeed, we get quantum codes exceeding the 
Gilbert–Varshamov bounds [8,9,20] and/or improving the parameters of those codes 
which could be obtained by the CSS procedure from the best known linear codes under 
the assumption of being self-orthogonal.

1. Preliminaries

Throughout the paper, Fq will denote the finite field with q elements, q being a positive 
power pr of a prime number p. Recall than an [n, k, d]q classical code is a linear space 
C ⊂ F

n
q of dimension k and minimum (Hamming) distance d. For a set S ⊂ F

n
q , w(S)

will denote the minimum of the Hamming weights of those vectors in S.
In this section we review the existing connections between stabilizer quantum codes 

and classical codes, and the concept of quasi-cyclic (QC) code. We also introduce 
the class of QC codes we will use. Let us start explaining the mentioned connec-
tions.
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